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KELLEY, GEORGE M., Counsel, Publishers’ Section, Toronto Board of Trade:—Publish
ers’ Section comprises practically all publishers o-f books in the Dominion—Acting 
solely f,or the publishers—Distinction between the publisher and the printer, pointed 
out—The publisher is a necessary functionary to the author—Reads resolution of the 
Publishers’ Section passed in March, 1925, 53-56—Suggests an amendment, to section 
27 of the Act—Publishers’ objection to licensing clause 13 as it affects books—The 
author, how protected—The American law, 56-58—Question of ro> alties considered. 
58-59—Avérage Canadian author forced to get a double market—The American authors’ 
advantage, 60-63—Financial risks borne by the publisher—The printers’ contention,
63- 64—A law creating certain rights and privileges concerns the public generally—Effects 
of the licensing clauses—The art of depicting local colour makes the book a good seller,
64- 65—Importation of copies of books and the altering of section 27 of the Act, 66.

KENNEDY, HOWARD ANGUS, Member, Montreal Branch, Canadian Authors’ Asso
ciation Exempt from licensing clauses owing to birth in the Old Country—How 
licensing clauses infringe not merely upon the financial rights of the authors, but trans
gress what he regaids as the elementary A.B.C. of morals—Montreal Branch unanimously 
urge upon the Committee to repeal the licensing clauses, as they are absolutely immoral 
—Not intimately connected with serial publications—Works which witness has published, 
240-242,

LEACOCK, PROFESSOR STEPHEN B„ Author:—Is English born—Not. within legisla
tion of Canada as an author—The principal question at issue, how regarded—Does not 
believe that a Canadian author should be compelled as a condition of his copyright to 
have his work printed in Canada—Copyright created t.o stimulate authorship—Why 
■printing of certain works is done in United States—Compares present situation of 
authors and printers in Canada, 23-26.

MACBETH, MRS. MADGE, President, Ottawa Section of Canadian Authors’ Association:
—Vitally interested in proposed legislation—Licensing clauses art; harmful to authors’ 
interests—Not opposed to the publishing and printing interests—Situation of the writer 
re finances—Royalties—Relates experience as author of “Kleath” and “Law of the Yukon” 
—Principle of licensing clauses is wrong, 182-185—Economic right of the author in the 
works produced1—Serial stories and magazines—Registering a work under the Act, 186-190 
—Reprints, 190.

McKENZIE, J. VERNON, Editor and Representative of MacLean Publishing Company :
—Practical value of the licensing clauses—The three groups which have profited under 
such clauses—Refers to short stories by Kipling—How licensing clauses arc benefiting 
Canadian magazines—Canadian writers and markets for their works, 31-34—Publications 
in United States—Martha Ostenso’s “Wild Geese”—How the interests of Canadian 
authors and publishers are bound together—The Canadian situation and magazine 
circulation, 34-36.

ROBERTSON, E. BLAKE, Representing Makers of Phonograph Records, the Ityerson 
Press and Radio Broadcasting Stations excepting the C.N.R.:—States position of 
industrial interests as not being opposed to necessary changes in the Copyright Act 
whereby infringement will be prevented, 106—Refers to Section 47 repealing certain 
copyright enactments—Sections of the Imperial Act considered—Agrees to certain clauses 
in Bill 2, 107-110—Proviso to section 11 (2) considered, 110-111—Compulsory printing 
provisions referred to—Works which secured copyright in Canada—The Berne Conven
tion, 111-114—Cost of printing, 115-117—Copyright situation in United States—Refers 
to statements made by witnesses in the evidence given before the Committee, 117-121 
—Adherents to the Berne Convention—Interpretation of words “Canadian citizen” for 
purposes of the Act, 122-124.

Recalled.—Statements made by certain witnesses in evidence given, in respect to 
broadcasting as a public performance for private gain, considered—Attempts made by 
authors to obtain better broadcasting control—Legislation situation on copyright in 
certain other countries—Stations in United States in respect to payment of fees, 197-199 
—Proposal favouring a system of fees collection—Suggests certain amendments regarding 
radio, 200-202.

ROSE, DAN A., Member representing the Canadian Copyright Association:—The purpose 
of the Association—Application made to publish “Boston Cook Book” under the Act 
of 1921—Boston publisher prints book in Toronto—Licensing clauses considered as a 
protection to printers and publishers—Ralph Connor’s last novel—Printing situation 
in Toronto at present time-The Thomas Nelson series, 41-44.
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